Elections Board Meeting Minutes
Monday, December 2 at 3pm
GC

Election board members

Commissioner Tatiana Arevalo
Deputy Commissioner Teyona Byers
   Geyris Batista
   Katerina Geisler
   Rachel Rodrigues
   Bryan wolfson
   Paul Wright
Roll call
Tatiana Arevalo: Present
Teyona Byers: Present
Geyris Batista: Present
Katerina Geisler: Absent
Rachel Rodrigues: Present
Bryan wolfson: Present
Paul Wright: present

Old Business
Tatianna went into our schedule for this week
Katerina fixed the elections code voting will take place today
See elections code edits in google drive*
Edits of the elections code moves to voting
Yes
Tatiana Arevalo
Teyona Byers
Geyris Batista
Rachel Rodrigues
Bryan wolfson
Paul Wright
No
6 YA
0 NAY

Voting for AHC 5 to have a voting section
Yes
Tatiana Arevalo
Teyona Byers
Geyris Batista
Rachel Rodrigues
Bryan wolfson
Paul Wright
No

6 ya
0 nay
Tatiana made a list for all of the tasks we must be doing so we are all on the same page

All of the tasks will be in ”Important info” in google docs drive

Rock the Vote event - January 16, 2020

Make sure everyone knows the elections code by thursday meeting

ENDED at 4pm